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ABSTRACT Despite the evolution of cellular networks, spectrum scarcity and the lack of intelligent and
autonomous capabilities remain a cause for concern. These problems have resulted in low network capacity,
high signaling overhead, inefficient data forwarding, and low scalability, which are expected to persist as
the stumbling blocks to deploy, support and scale next-generation applications, including smart city and
virtual reality. Fifth-generation (5G) cellular networking, along with its salient operational characteristics—
including the cognitive and cooperative capabilities, network virtualization, and traffic offload—can address
these limitations to cater to future scenarios characterized by highly heterogeneous, ultra-dense, and highly
variable environments. Cognitive radio (CR) and cognition cycle (CC) are key enabling technologies for
5G. CR enables nodes to explore and use underutilized licensed channels; while CC has been embedded in
CR nodes to learn new knowledge and adapt to network dynamics. CR and CC have brought advantages to
a cognition-inspired 5G cellular network, including addressing the spectrum scarcity problem, promoting
interoperation among heterogeneous entities, and providing intelligence and autonomous capabilities to
support 5G core operations, such as smart beamforming. In this paper, we present the attributes of 5G and
existing state of the art focusing on how CR and CC have been adopted in 5G to provide spectral efficiency,
energy efficiency, improved quality of service and experience, and cost efficiency. This main contribution of
this paper is to complement recent work by focusing on the networking aspect of CR and CC applied to 5G
due to the urgent need to investigate, as well as to further enhance, CR and CC as core mechanisms to support
5G. This paper is aspired to establish a foundation and to spark new research interest in this topic. Open
research opportunities and platform implementation are also presented to stimulate new research initiatives
in this exciting area.
INDEX TERMS Cognitive radio, cognition cycle, software-defined network, 5G.
I. INTRODUCTION
The traditional cellular network is plagued with two main
problems: spectrum scarcity, and the lack of intelligent
and autonomous capabilities. These problems if unresolved
threaten to hinder the widespread deployment of next-
generation applications (such as IP multimedia subsys-
tem (IMS) multimedia services, vehicular networks, public
safety and social networks, Internet of things (IoTs), smart
city, virtual reality and augmented reality) that will charac-
terize the next-generation cellular networks, namely fifth-
generation (5G) networks.
Spectrum scarcity is attributed to the traditional fixed spec-
trum assignment policy that allocates a large part of the
spectrum to licensed users (or primary users, PUs), leav-
ing a smaller part to unlicensed users (or secondary users,
SUs). Generally speaking, the licensed channels are largely
underutilized, although some of them can be highly uti-
lized, particularly the cellular channels—such as the channels
used for global system for mobile communication (GSM)
and wide band code division multiple access (WCDMA)—
which are the licensed channels allocated to the cellular net-
works [1]. On the other hand, the unlicensed channels, such as
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channels in the 2.4 GHz industrial, scientific, and medical
(ISM) radio bands, 5 GHz unlicensed national information
infrastructure (U-NII) radio bands, and 60 GHz millimeter-
wave (mmWave), are highly utilized. Despite being allocated
with licensed channels that can be potentially extended to
unused frequency bands, particularly those below 3.5 GHz,
the fixed and limited channel capacity allocated for the tra-
ditional cellular networks is still insufficient for the next-
generation cellular networks. Meanwhile, the lack of intel-
ligent and autonomous capabilities causes the networks and
nodes to follow a set of static rules or manual instructions
that may require a lot of human interaction, hindering the
networks and nodes from achieving self-configuration, self-
optimization, and self-resilience.
Cognitive radio (CR) has been proposed to enable SUs
to explore and use underutilized licensed channels (or white
spaces) owned by the PUs. Cognition cycle (CC), which
is an intrinsic part of CR, represents the intelligent and
autonomous capabilities that enable a node or network to
learn new knowledge and adapt to the dynamicity of net-
work condition and application. In addition to improving the
efficiency of spectrum utilization (i.e., addressing spectrum
scarcity), a CR reduces the interference to PUs’ activities
(i.e., via intelligent and autonomous capabilities). In the next-
generation cellular networks, a cellular network user can
operate as a PU that utilizes its licensed channels (or cellular
channels), or can operate as a SU that explores and uses
the white spaces in other licensed channels (or cognitive
channels) and unlicensed channels.
There are threemain advantages of a cognition-inspired 5G
cellular network. Firstly, with the transition from analogue
to digital television broadcasting, multiple television (TV)
stations can transmit in a single TV channel via multiplexing,
which leaves some TV white spaces (TVWS) available for
CR. Naturally, CR with CC can be used to explore and use
the white spaces. Secondly, the coexistence of heterogeneous
entities—e.g., operating channels with different transmis-
sion ranges, and radio access technologies (RATs) such as
IEEE 802.11, third-generation (3G) and 4G—is an intrinsic
characteristic of 5G. CR with CC allows the heterogeneous
entities to explore and use each other’s resources, promot-
ing interoperation. Thirdly, the use of CC introduces intelli-
gent and autonomous capabilities to 5G, further enhancing
the 5G core operations—e.g., smart beamforming supported
by massive multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) and
high frequency mmWave communication—and the overall
5G efficiency.
This article presents CR and CC as enabling technologies
for 5G, particularly for mmWave communication due to:
a) the need for dynamic channel access, b) the need for
directive narrow-beam links, and c) the need for learning
and predicting the regular mobility patterns and behaviors
of nodes for beam tracking due to the mobility of either
transmitter or receiver. 5G is aspired to provide substantial
network performance enhancement, including high data rate
(i.e., up to 50Gbps and 5Gbps for fixed andmobile networks,
respectively [2]), low round-trip time (i.e., less than 1 ms
for mission critical tactile applications) [3], and low energy
consumption (i.e., 10 to 1000 times lower). Our focus is the
networking aspect of CR and CC applied to 5G. The rest
of this section presents a background of CR and CC, our
contributions, and the organization of this paper.
A. COGNITIVE RADIO
Using CR, the cellular networks must reduce interference to
the PUs’ activities in the cognitive channels, which are the
licensed channels with white spaces, such as TVWS, and
the existing systems’ activities in the unlicensed channels,
such as the unlicensed WiFi networks. There are two main
CR operations, namely channel sensing and dynamic channel
access. Channel sensing enables a cellular network to sense
for the real-time occupancy of PUs’ and existing systems’
activities in the cognitive and unlicensed channels, respec-
tively, in order to identify white spaces. Dynamic channel
access enables a cellular network to select and use white
spaces in the cognitive and unlicensed channels dynam-
ically via two approaches, namely opportunistic channel
access and channel trading or leasing. Opportunistic chan-
nel access, particularly long-term evolution in unlicensed
spectrum (LTE-U) (or license-assisted access, LAA) [4]–[6],
allows nodes—referred to as user equipment and devices for
simplicity henceforth—to select and share white spaces in
the cognitive and unlicensed channels in an opportunistic
manner with the condition that the nodes must achieve a
fair coexistence among different networks, and shift their
operations to other cognitive and unlicensed channels when
PUs’ or existing systems’ activities reappear in the operat-
ing cognitive and unlicensed channels. Channels with higher
amount of white spaces and higher signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) [7] are favorably selected for oper-
ation. In addition, listen-before-talk (LBT) (or clear channel
assessment, CCA), which has been applied in traditional
wireless networks (e.g., IEEE 802.11), has also been adopted
in 5G for an enhanced opportunistic channel access. Channel
trading or leasing allows a node to negotiate with PUs and
existing systems, potentially via a spectrum broker, to pur-
chase white spaces in terms of time duration in exchange of
monetary gain or technical contribution for the PUs and exist-
ing systems. For instance, a node must help to relay a PUs’
packets as a form of payback in cooperative communication.
Apart from the two main CR operations, the CC embedded
in CRs can be used to observe and analyze the operating
environment, learn, and subsequently plan and select actions
that meet the policy constraints, network objectives and goals
to improve network performance over time. For instance,
using CC, cognitive channels can be selected in a predictive
and proactive manner rather than reacting to the current and
instantaneous network dynamics.
B. COGNITION CYCLE
CC is a concept for learning the optimal actions from
past experiences as time goes by. Artificial intelligence
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FIGURE 1. A cognition cycle adapted from [11], [12].
approaches [8]–[10], such as reinforcement learning, swarm
intelligence, multilayer perceptron, and genetic algorithm,
have been widely applied to implement CC in CR networks,
although the investigation of CC in the context of 5G has
been limited in the literature. There are five main steps
in a CC as shown in Figure 1 [11], [12]. Firstly, in the
observe stage, data (e.g., users’ preference and experience,
and network performance) are collected from the network
and applications (e.g., social network), or observations (e.g.,
channel availability, radio signals, traffic behaviors, traf-
fic load, and node mobility) are gathered from the oper-
ating environment through sensing. The data are stored in
a common data repository. Secondly, in the analyze stage,
the data are analyzed to discover and identify data pat-
terns and system behavior. Thirdly, in the plan and decide
stage, various alternatives or options are considered and an
action (e.g., reconfiguration of an operating parameter) is
selected. Fourthly, in the act stage, an action is executed in
the operating environment. Fifthly, in the learn stage, new
knowledge is learned by monitoring the consequences of the
actions.
The CC concept has a close resemblance to the concept
of self-organization [13], [14]. In general, self-organization
enables nodes to maintain their objectives in the presence of
network dynamics without the presence of a centralized con-
troller (or a leader), as seen in a flock of cranes maintaining
a delta formation during a group flight [13]. While the self-
organization concept has been investigated in a wide range of
context including ad hoc networks, wireless sensor networks,
and cellular networks [13], the CC concept has been limited
to CR, and even more so to the dynamic channel access appli-
cation. Having said that, the three characteristics that define
self-organization can be observed in CC as well: scalability,
stability, and agility. Scalabilitymaintains complexity despite
increasing number of nodes in distributed networks, stability
traverses a finite number of states within an acceptable finite
time period without oscillation, and agility adapts to the
changes in the operating environment acutely [13]. While
the focus of self-organization has been largely on distributed
networks, the intelligent and autonomous capabilities, in the
context of 5G, must appear in both centralized entities, par-
ticularly the core network (or cloud) (see Figure 2), and
distributed entities, such as the base stations of the macrocells
and small cells, as well as the nodes. Without leveraging the
CC concept from CR, there would be a large void, and so this
article serves the purpose of understanding the achievement
of intelligent and autonomous capabilities from the CR per-
spective.
Traditionally, the base station of a cellular network serves
as a central controller managing its nodes’ operations. Incor-
porating CC into 5G helps to solve complex networking
problems via learning with minimal human interaction. As an
example, a virtual resource allocation scheme equipped with
CC can adapt to a diverse range of network conditions and
real-time application requirements, particularly quality of
service (QoS) and quality of experience (QoE), and subse-
quently select the best possible actions to maximize network
performance. Examples of network conditions are intercell
interference and congestion levels. QoS represents network-
oriented performance such as throughput, end-to-end delay,
jitter and packet loss rate, while QoE represents user-oriented
performance such as the subjective user experience and user
satisfaction of the quality and timeliness of a service. The
virtual resource allocation scheme can be embedded at a
cloud, a base station or a node, so that resource allocation
can be performed both at the global and the local levels.
C. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
General review of 5G [15], [16], as well as reviews on specific
topics including energy-efficient techniques [17], network
slicing [18] and user association [19], and dynamic spectrum
access [20], [21], along with cloud support [22], have been
presented in the literature. In addition, there have been inves-
tigations on various aspects of 5G, including network secu-
rity [23], [24], information theory [25], and physical layer
covering transmitter and receiver designs [26], [27], antenna
designs (e.g., MIMO and beamforming [28], [29]), software-
defined network frameworks [30], [31], network coding [32],
transmission power control [33], modulation [34], and syn-
chronization [35]. This article complements the highlighted
works. Our contribution is to provide a review on the net-
working aspect of CR and CC applied to 5G, with a focus
on recent work and open research opportunities. In addition,
to facilitate the understanding of this topic, important terms
and concepts, as well as the attributes of 5G, are presented.
To the best of our knowledge, this article serves as the first
review on this topic, and it is timely due to the urgent need to
investigate, as well as to further enhance, CR and CC as core
mechanisms to support 5G. This article is aspired to estab-
lish a foundation and to spark new research interest in this
topic.
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FIGURE 2. A 5G architecture in which a radio access network (RAN) consists of macrocells, picocells
and femtocells that overlap among themselves. The architecture can be separated into control and
data planes. Indicated in the figure is a femtocell with the smallest coverage that can be completely
overlapped by a picocell, and a picocell with a larger coverage that can be completely overlapped by a
macrocell. Each RAN has a connection to the cloud. This architecture has been proposed in the
literature, in which cloud with CC is a new addition to 5G. Solid line with arrow represents
communication with base station, while dotted line with arrow represents communication between
two nodes. For simplicity, existing systems, such as the unlicensed WiFi networks, are not shown in
the Figure.
D. ORGANIZATION OF THIS PAPER
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
presents a proposed architecture. Important terms (e.g., core
networks, network cells, and so on) and concepts (e.g., con-
trol and data planes, and channel access in 5G) are pre-
sented. Subsequently, this section presents and explains the
attributes of 5G (e.g., limitations of traditional cellular net-
works, characteristics of next-generation cellular network
scenarios, characteristics of 5G operations, and improvement
achieved by 5G). Section III presents a review of some
recent work on CR and CC as core mechanisms enabling
5G from the networking perspective. Examples of the recent
work are the application of CC to 5G applications, channel
sensing, spectrum sharing and intercell interference coordi-
nation, D2D communication, and so on. Section IV presents
possible future work directions. Finally, Section V presents
conclusion.
II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE AND ATTRIBUTES OF 5G
This section presents a proposed architecture and the
attributes of 5G.
A. PROPOSED COGNITION ENHANCED 5G
ARCHITECTURE
5G is a holistic multi-tier cellular network evolved from
existing cellular networks. Figure 2 shows a 5G architecture
proposed in the literature [2], [36]–[39]. In addition to macro-
cells that provide larger coverage but lower data rate and
small cells (i.e., picocells and femtocells) that provide higher
data rate but smaller coverage, the 5G achitecture consists
of a core network comprising clouds with CCs that provides
consistent and efficient centralized (or global) management.
The cloud with CC is a new addition that allows dynamic
and real-time reconfiguration of the operating parameters
in 5G. For simplicity, existing systems, such as the unlicensed
WiFi networks, are not shown in the Figure. The rest of this
subsection explains this 5G architecture.
1) CONTROL PLANE AND DATA PLANE
Traditionally, both network control functions (e.g., routing
and scheduling) and data packet forwarding are incorpo-
rated into a single specialized hardware unit (e.g., routers
and switches). In 5G, software-defined network (SDN)
technology provides programmability that allows dynamic
and real-time reconfiguration of the operating parame-
ters (e.g., operating channel) of the underlying radio
frequency (RF) front end. This transfers network control
functions (e.g., routing and scheduling) from traditional
specialized hardware units (e.g., routers and switches) to
software-based controllers running on standard hardware
units. The standard hardware units can be the base station of
a macrocell for a macrocell-level control, as well as servers
and data centers in the core network for a global-level con-
trol. Naturally, this segregates the network into a: a) control
plane that provides centralized management and control at
the macrocell- or global-level, and b) data plane that provides
distributed management and control.
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FIGURE 3. A control/ data separation architecture [42] that offloads
control messages from picocells and femtocells to a macrocell in order to
provide higher channel capacity for data transmission. Dotted line with
arrow represents control message exchange, while solid line with arrow
represents data transmission.
Specifically, the control plane possesses centralized infor-
mation (e.g., channel availability and network topology),
manages a pool of resources and services available, and
performs centralized, complex yet delay tolerant func-
tions; while the data plane possesses local information,
manages local resources and services in the neighbor-
hood, and performs distributed, simple yet delay sensitive
functions [40], [41]. Three examples are presented. Firstly,
as shown in a control/ data separation architecture [42]
(see Figure 3), the control plane provides control message
exchange between a macrocell and picocells/ femtocells,
while the data plane provides data transmission between
picocells/ femtocells and nodes. By offloading control mes-
sages from picocells/ femtocells to macrocells, higher chan-
nel capacity is available to provide higher data rate. Secondly,
the control plane performs routing based on centralized infor-
mation (e.g., network topology) at the macrocell or global
level, and updates the flow tables (or forwarding tables) of
the routers and switches in the data plane. The flow tables
provide the optimal links and operating channels to a next-
hop router and switch. On the other hand, the data plane
forwards packets following the flow tables. Thirdly, the con-
trol plane manages operational policy (e.g., constaints on
intercell interference and operating channels) at the macro-
cell or global level, while the routers and switches in the data
plane make instantaneous decisions (e.g., operating parame-
ters including operating channel and transmission power) at
the local level. The control plane and data plane communicate
among themselves (e.g., data plane reports local network
condition to the control plane) using network protocols such
as OpenFlow [43]. By updating the software in the control
plane, new network protocols, functions, features and policies
can be flexibly adopted and incorporated into the network,
providing updates to a large number of routers and switches.
2) CORE NETWORKS, NETWORK CELLS AND NODES
The core network (called evolved packet core, EPC
in 4G long term evolution (LTE) networks) incorporates a
centralized software-based controller that manages and gath-
ers information about clouds, and makes global decisions.
Each cloud pools together a certain type of network infor-
mation, resources and services for sharing among networks
and nodes. Examples of network information are operat-
ing parameters, traffic behaviors, congestion level, intercell
interference level and network performance. Examples of
resources are computing and memory. Examples of ser-
vices are QoS control (e.g., medium access control, schedul-
ing, resource allocation, admission control and route selec-
tion [44]), mobility management (e.g., connection setup and
handover), intercell interference coordination (ICIC), and
those offered by applications (e.g., file transfer and video
conferencing). The clouds can be formed in an on-demand
manner, and each of them is recognized by the types of
resources and services it offers, and its characteristics (e.g.,
link quality and residual energy). Each network or node can
join more than a single cloud to share and use different kinds
of resources and services.
In general, lower frequency bands (e.g., less than 2 GHz),
which have better propagation characteristics, provide a
larger coverage but a lower data rate; while higher frequency
bands (e.g., 60 GHz or mmWave) provide a higher data rate
but a smaller coverage. Naturally, the macrocells transmit
with higher transmission power in lower frequency bands,
while the small cells (i.e., picocells and femtocells [45])
transmit with lower transmission power in higher frequency
bands. Nevertheless, both macrocells and small cells can
use any of the frequency bands [45]. For instance, lower
frequency bands can be used in an operating environment
that requires better propagation characteristics, such as stair-
wells and basements in indoor environment. The transmis-
sion in higher frequency bands can be highly directional,
contributing to higher beamforming gains and lower inter-
ference levels, hence improving the signal quality. However,
this requires more complex, dynamic and CC-aware mobility
management, particularly learning and predicting users for
beam tracking.
Cellular, cognitive and unlicensed channels can be used,
and the use of cognitive and unlicensed channels in 5G distin-
guishes itself from the traditional cellular networks that use
cellular channels only. The base stations of the macrocells
and small cells may support multiple RATs, and may com-
municate among themselves using optical backhaul. Some
important functions of macrocells and small cells are to: a)
control transmission power to reduce intercell interference
among neighboring or overlappingmacrocells and small cells
in order to provide efficient channel sharing, b) select the right
RATs to serve nodes with different QoS and QoE require-
ments, c) performmobility management, and d) achieve a fair
coexistence among heterogeneous networks (e.g., licensed
cellular and unlicensed WiFi networks must cooperate to
achieve fairness).
In addition to the traditional direct message exchange
between a node and the base station of a macrocell or a small
cell, device-to-device (D2D) communication [46] enables
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FIGURE 4. Attributes of 5G networks.
direct message exchange between a pair of neighboring nodes
in an ad hoc manner without going through a base sta-
tion. There are three main advantages of D2D, which are
to: a) address inefficient data forwarding and reduces sig-
naling overhead. This is because nodes can handover from
one network cell to another without accessing the base sta-
tion, and can access to the Internet without going through
a base station or the core network [47], b) extend cover-
age, and c) improve reliability as nodes can communicate
among themselves even when the base station has become
overloaded or partially unavailable (e.g., due to disaster).
Nevertheless, the main disadvantage of D2D is the lack of
a feasible and well established business model for mobile
network operators (MNOs).
CC can be embedded at different levels to learn new knowl-
edge and adapt to network dynamics: in the clouds for global-
level intelligence, in the base stations of the macrocells for
macrocell-level intelligence, and in the base stations of the
small cells for small cell-level intelligence. CC can also be
embedded in nodes for node-level intelligence, although this
can increase technical requirements on individual nodes.
3) CHANNEL ACCESS IN 5G
In 5G networks, each node or base station can access a cellu-
lar, cognitive or unlicensed channel. Cellular channels are the
licensed channels allocated to the cellular networks, cognitive
channels are the licensed channels with white spaces (e.g.,
TVWS), and unlicensed channels (e.g., ISM, U-NII, and
mmWave) are those that can be accessed by both licensed
and unlicensed users. In unlicensed channels, a node or base
station must achieve a fair coexistence among heterogeneous
networks. For instance, listen-before-talk (LBT) requires cel-
lular nodes to perform channel sensing prior to packet trans-
mission, which has been practiced by unlicensed user (e.g.,
WiFi node). Due to the heterogeneity of the channels, white
spaces are matched with the right applications to achieve
network objectives. Four examples are presented. Firstly,
macrocells transmit with higher transmission power in cel-
lular channels for long-range transmission, while small cells
transmit with lower transmission power in cognitive and
unlicensed channels for short-range transmission. Secondly,
nodes or base stations access cellular channels for better
QoS and QoE performance, and cognitive and unlicensed
channels for relaxed performance, in order to achieve service
differentiation [48]. Thirdly, nodes access cellular channels
for long-range transmission, and cognitive and unlicensed
channels for short-range transmission. This helps to facilitate
multi-hop and cooperative communication with the objec-
tive of improving the QoS performance. Fourthly, nodes
access cellular channels to communicate with base station,
and cognitive channels to communicate with neighboring
nodes, in order to offload traffic from highly utilized cellular
channels.
Due to the ultra-dense nature of 5G networks, particularly
in IoTs and machine-to-machine (M2M) communication,
non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) [49]–[51] has been
proposed to provide higher channel capacity and spectral
efficiency. Using NOMA, a base station uses different power
allocation coefficients to multiplex (or superpose) signals for
different receivers in the power domain, and subsequently
broadcasts the multiplexed signals. Higher power allocation
coefficient is used for receivers located further away from
the base station. Upon receiving the multiplexed signals,
a receiver separates the signals (e.g., using codeword-level
successive interference cancellation) and either regards the
signal for the other node as noise or cancels it.
B. ATTRIBUTES OF 5G
5G addresses the limitations of the traditional cellular net-
works and caters to the needs of the next-generation cel-
lular network scenarios with its distinguishing operational
characteristics in order to provide network-wide performance
enhancement. Figure 4 presents the attributes of 5G described
in the rest of this section.
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1) LIMITATIONS OF TRADITIONAL CELLULAR NETWORKS
ADDRESSED BY 5G
The cellular network has evolved over the last few
decades from first-generation (1G) to fourth-generation (4G).
To deploy, support and scale next-generation applications that
require high data rate for high-speed transmission of media-
rich traffic, traditional cellular networks are plaguedwith four
main limitations as follows:
L.1 Low network capacity. The traditional cellular net-
work has low network capacity, mainly attributed to
the low bandwidth requirement of voice connections
that it caters for. This is compounded by the spec-
trum scarcity problem since only cellular channels are
used. The lack of a unified scheduler to coordinate
the RATs at a base station is another factor as it can
cause a RAT to become either highly utilized or under-
utilized. The RATs can access cellular, cognitive and
unlicensed channels. In addition, the requirement of
the traditional cellular networks for a node to estab-
lish and maintain at least a single packet data net-
work (PDN) connection can cause low utilization by
some next-generation applications, particularly IoTs
that may have low data rate traffic with small-sized
packets.
L.2 High signaling overhead. The traditional cellular net-
work has high signaling overhead, mainly attributed
to the centralized management by the base stations.
Nodes must exchange control messages with their
respective base stations to establish and maintain at
least a single PDN connection, and this must be
performed whenever a node handovers to a network
from another network. Some next-generation appli-
cations, particularly IoTs, may cause high signaling
overhead as nodes may access the network simultane-
ously to report a newly detected event in a real-time
manner.
L.3 Inefficient data forwarding. The traditional cellu-
lar network has inefficient data forwarding, mainly
attributed to the need of the packets of a sender
node to go through the base station although the
destination node is within its transmission range.
This inefficiency can increase the network conges-
tion level (i.e., reduced bandwidth availability at the
base station) and reduce network performance (e.g.,
increased delay and energy consumption). In addition,
a mobile node must maintain a PDN connection with
its operating base station throughout an IP multime-
dia subsystem (IMS) voice session although it has
moved and become physically closer to another base
station.
L.4 Low scalability. The traditional cellular network uses
specialized hardware units, which can be inflexi-
ble to incorporate next-generation applications and
extends the network size due to higher replace-
ment investment, including capital and operational
expenses.
2) CHARACTERISTICS OF NEXT-GENERATION CELLULAR
NETWORK SCENARIOS SUPPORTED BY 5G
The next-generation cellular network scenarios possess the
following three main characteristics in which 5G must cater
for:
1) Heterogeneity. Heterogeneity stems from the presence
of a diverse range of network entities and character-
istics, including: a) heterogeneous network (HetNet)
cells (e.g., macrocells, picocells and femtocells), b)
network operators, c) RATs (e.g., IEEE 802.11, 3G
and 4G), d) channels (e.g., cellular, cognitive and unli-
censed), e) wireless equipment and devices (e.g., lap-
tops, smartphones and tablets), f) network character-
istics (e.g., indoor or outdoor environment, as well as
with or without cognitive capability), and g) application
characteristics (e.g., QoS requirements and the number
of required connections). The challenge is to enable
interoperability among heterogeneous networks and
nodes so that nodes can handover from one network to
another different network.
2) Ultra-densification. The increasing number of base
stations and nodes has caused an exponential growth
of data traffic, leading to increased contention level
among nodes for channel access. The total number of
mobile devices is expected to increase to 11.6 billion
by 2020, contributing to an increase in annual traffic
load of up to 360 exabytes in mobile networks [52], and
an increase in traffic density of up to 900 Gbps/km2 in
ultra-dense area [53]. The challenge is to increase the
data rate in the order of multi-Gbps in order to sup-
port the ultra-dense applications, as well as to support
the large number of base stations and nodes via the
intelligent and autonomous capabilities offered by CC
contributing to reduced total cost of ownership (TCO)
incurred by network operators.
3) High variability.Due to the diversity of next-generation
applications, the user behavior can vary and the traffic
can be bursty, causing the traffic to distribute in a
random manner across space and time with a peak-
to-mean ratio of up to 100:1. As an example, in IoT,
a large number of nodes that send packets to a single
base station simultaneously can cause network con-
gestion in parts of the networks. The challenge is to
address the insufficiency (or overabundance) of chan-
nel capacity caused by high variation in user and traffic
behaviors.
3) CHARACTERISTICS OF 5G OPERATIONS
There are four main characteristics of 5G operations
contributing to network performance enhancement as
follows:
P.1 Cognitive. Networks and nodes can achieve intelli-
gent and autonomous capabilities using CC to learn
new knowledge and adapt to the dynamicity of net-
work condition and application. This can be achieved
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TABLE 1. Summary of attributes for schemes based on CR and CC in 5G.
through five main steps as shown in Figure 1:
a) the observe stage collects data and observations
from the operating environment, b) the analyze stage
analyzes data and observations, c) the plan and decide
stage considers alternatives and selects an action,
d) the act stage executes the action that maximizes
network performance, and e) the learn stage learns new
knowledge. This enables networks and nodes to solve
complex networking problems with minimal human
interaction.
P.2 Cooperative. Networks and nodes, which may be
heterogeneous (e.g., licensed cellular and unlicensed
WiFi networks) in nature, cooperate among them-
selves [54]. A common data repository or a cloud
allows networks and nodes to share information
and knowledge, and subsequently coordinate actions
among themselves. This ensures that actions selected
by networks and nodes are not in contradiction
among themselves, leading to improved network-wide
performance.
P.3 Network virtualization. Centralized entities, such as
clouds in the core network, pool together network infor-
mation, resources and services, to provide advanced
shared services (e.g., routing and scheduling).
P.4 Traffic offload. Traffic is offloaded from a network
entity to another, which can be from a macrocell to a
small cell via D2D communication, from a congested
channel to a less congested channel, and others.
4) IMPROVEMENTS ACHIEVED BY 5G
5G is aspired to achieve the following four main improve-
ments:
R.1 Spectral efficiency aims to improve the efficiency of
spectrum utilization in order to increase channel capac-
ity.
R.2 Energy efficiency aims to reduce energy consump-
tion at different levels: over a link, within a network
cell, or across multiple network cells.
R.3 Improved end-to-end QoS and QoE aims to fulfill a
diverse range ofQoS andQoE requirements of different
networks and nodes.
R.4 Cost efficiency aims to increase the monetary gain of
network operators.
III. COGNITIVE RADIO AND COGNITION CYCLE FOR 5G
NETWORKS: A REVIEW OF SOME RECENT WORK
This section presents a review of some recent works on CR
and CC applied to 5G.
Section III-A presents CC applied to 5G. Sections III-B
and III-C present two main functions of CR, namely channel
sensing as well as spectrum sharing and intercell interfer-
ence coordination, applied to 5G, respectively. Sections III-
D−III-H present the application of CR and CC to various
schemes in 5G, including D2D communication, directional
antenna and beamforming, multiple radio access technolo-
gies, scheduling, as well as energy harvesting. A summary of
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the attributes for each scheme is presented in Table 1. In addi-
tion, platform implementation of a CR-based 5G network is
presented in Section III-I.
A. APPLICATION OF COGNITION CYCLE TO 5G
APPLICATIONS
Cognition cycle, which represents intelligent and autonomous
capabilities, enables an agent, or a decision maker, to learn
new knowledge and adapt to the dynamicity of network
condition and application. Knowledge transfer allows the
knowledge of an agent’s CC shared with agents with or with-
out CC. In the context of 5G, the investigation of CC has
been limited, and an artificial intelligence approach called
reinforcement learning has been applied as presented in the
rest of this subsection.
In [55], a CC is embedded in the base station of a picocell
to expand or shrink its coverage in order to appropriately
offload traffic from the base station of a macrocell in a CC-
based 5G network. Larger coverage of the picocell increases
traffic offload from the base station of a macrocell to the base
station of the picocell; however, the coverage of the picocell
is constrained by the SINR of the nodes at the edge of the
picocell as lower SINR causes unsuccessful packet transmis-
sion. The main objective is to achieve optimal load balancing
among macrocells and picocells, while ensuring successful
packet transmission. The proposed approach addresses low
scalability (L.4) under ultra-dense (C.2) and highly variable
(C.3) networks using the cognitive (P.1) and traffic offload
(P.4) operational characteristics in order to improve QoS
performance (i.e., improved throughput) (R.3). The CC is
based on Q-learning, which is a popular temporal difference
learning approach of reinforcement learning. The Q-learning
model, which is embedded in the base station of a pico-
cell, has three main representations: a) state st represents
the traffic loads of the base stations of the macrocells and
picocells, and the SINR of the nodes at the edge of the
picocell, b) action at represents one of the possible coverages
of the picocell, and c) reward rt (st , at ) represents the average
throughput of each node in the picocell. At time instant t ,
the base station of the picocell, as an agent, observes its
state st and chooses an action at . At the next time instant
t + 1, it receives a reward rt+1(st , at ), and updates its knowl-
edge represented by Q-value Qt (st , at ), which is the long-
term reward of the state-action pair. Next, the agent observes
the next state st ← st+1 and selects the optimal action
a∗t = argmaxa[Qt (st , a)] that maximizes the Q-value based
on the state st . The optimal action a∗t is the coverage with the
highest Q-value that provides the best possible throughput
performance contributed by load balancing and successful
packet transmission rate. This approach has shown to increase
throughput performance.
In [56], knowledge—in particular, the best possible chan-
nel for each of its nodes—learnt from channel assignment
by a base station is shared with its nodes for user associ-
ation in a CR-based 5G network. In channel assignment,
a base station selects and assigns an operating channel to
each of its nodes in the presence of network dynamics (i.e.,
the intercell interference levels and the amount of white
spaces). In user association, a node selects and associates
with one of the base stations that provides the best possible
successful packet transmission rate. The main objective is
to enable the base station of a network cell to handover its
nodes to neighboring or overlapping network cells whenever
the intercell interference levels of the nodes increase. The
proposed approach addresses low network capacity (L.1)
under ultra-dense (C.2) networks using the cognitive (P.1)
and traffic offload (P.4) operational characteristics in order to
improve energy efficiency (R.2) and QoS performance (i.e.,
reduced delay and the number of retransmissions) (R.3). The
CC is based on Q-learning. The Q-learning model, which
is embedded in a base station, selects the operating channel
with the best possible successful packet transmission rate,
and it has two main representations: a) action at represents
one of the possible operating channels, and b) reward rt (at )
represents a positive (negative) constant value for a successful
(unsuccessful) packet transmission. The base station, as an
agent, updates Q-value Qt (at ), selects the optimal action
a∗t , and shares the Q-values with its nodes for user associ-
ation. The optimal action a∗t is the operating channel with
the highest Q-value that provides the best possible success-
ful packet transmission rate. Each node receives Q-values
from its neighboring base stations. For each base station,
the node aggregates the Q-values of all the available channels
at the base station. Subsequently, the node associates with
the base station that provides the highest possible Q-value
while ensuring that SINR is acceptable. The enhanced user
association scheme has shown to reduce unsuccessful packet
transmission, contributing to reduced delay and number of
retransmissions, caused by inappropriate user association.
In addition, base stations without nodes (e.g., due to high
intercell interference level or low amount of white spaces)
switch to sleep mode. This approach has shown to reduce
energy consumption without significantly jeopardizing QoS
performance caused by retransmission.
B. CHANNEL SENSING
Channel sensing enables SUs to sense for the real-time occu-
pancy of PUs’ activities in the cognitive channels in order to
identify white spaces.
In [57], base stations perform channel sensing and esti-
mate the probability of a channel switch caused by PUs’
activities and poor channel quality in a CR-based 5G net-
works. Channel quality is represented using a hidden Markov
model based on channel statistical information, including the
detection probability, false alarm probability, and channel idle
duration. The main objective is to estimate the probability
of a channel switch in a time slot based on the estimation
on the presence of PUs’ activities (i.e., the arrival time and
the duration of PUs’ activities in a time slot). The pro-
posed approach addresses low network capacity (L.1) under
heterogeneous (C.1) and highly variable (C.3) networks
using the cognitive (P.1) and traffic offload (P.4) operational
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characteristics in order to improve spectral efficiency (R.1)
and QoS performance (i.e., reduced delay) (R.3). A channel
switch can cause non-negligible delay due to the time needed
to identify the next high quality channels in channel sens-
ing and establish high quality links in channel access. The
estimated probability of a channel switch can be used for
two purposes. Firstly, the base station can pre-fetch a lower
quality version of a multimedia application (e.g., video) to
the receiver prior to a channel switch in order to provide
seamless multimedia service with minimal interruption. Sec-
ondly, the base station can allocate the appropriate channels
to its traffic with different traffic patterns (e.g., traffic rate
fluctuations) and QoS requirements (e.g., class priorities).
In other words, higher quality channels are allocated to higher
priority traffic classes. This approach has shown to minimize
the number of interruptions and delay caused by channel
switches, as well as interference to PUs’ activities.
Collaborative channel sensing enables SUs to perform
channel sensing individually and send their respective sensing
outcomes to a fusion center (e.g., a base station) that makes
final decisions on channel availability. Collaborative channel
sensing addresses the effects of multipath channel fading
and shadowing experienced in channel sensing performed
individually. In [39], spectrum agents, which are embedded
with CC, are embedded in base station or access point to
shift the cognitive capability from SUs to the spectrum agents
in a CR-based 5G network. Hence, each SU is not required
to perform channel sensing and analysis. The main objec-
tive is to address the shortcomings of collaborative channel
sensing that requires every single SU to be embedded with
CC. The proposed approach addresses low network capacity
(L.1) and high signaling overhead (L.2) under heterogeneous
(C.1) and ultra-dense (C.2) networks using the cognitive (P.1)
and cooperative (P.2) operational characteristics in order to
improve spectral efficiency (R.1), energy efficiency (R.2) and
QoS performance (R.3). The proposed approach: a) reduces
energy consumption and overheads compared to the tradi-
tional channel sensing approach that requires sensing out-
comes, despite being redundant, to be sent from SUs in the
same region to a base station, b) improves the efficiency
of channel utilization compared to the traditional channel
sensing approach that requires SUs to continuously alter-
nate between channel sensing and channel access (or data
transmission), and c) reduces hardware cost compared to the
traditional channel sensing approach that requires each SU to
be embedded with CC to sense a wide range of spectrum.
C. SPECTRUM SHARING AND INTERCELL
INTERFERENCE COORDINATION
Spectrum sharing and ICIC enable nodes to share radio
resources among themselves with reduced co-channel and
intercell interference. Long-term evolution in unlicensed
spectrum, also known as licensed-assisted access, has been
investigated in [4]–[6] to allow nodes to access either licensed
networks (i.e., cellular networks) or unlicensed networks
(i.e., WiFi networks) dynamically. This can be achieved by
three main approaches [6]. Firstly, preventing similar oper-
ating channels selected by neighboring nodes or network
cells, or even overlapping network cells. Secondly, under-
going backoff so that non-contention-based cellular nodes
do not interfere with contention-based WiFi nodes, causing
unfairness toWiFi networks. Thirdly, addressing the dynamic
WiFi activities, which causes the performance of cellular
nodes to fluctuate, resulting in QoS provisioning to cellular
nodes that varies with WiFi activities. The main objective is
to achieve a fair coexistence among different networks. The
rest of this subsection considers an omnidirectional antenna,
and the use of directional antenna and beamforming, which
helps to reduce co-channel and intercell interference as well,
is treated separately in Section III-E.
In [2], small cells, as the SUs, select operating channels
with higher channel capacity and lower intercell interference
level to reduce intercell interference among neighboring and
overlapping network cells in order to maximize network-
wide channel capacity (or throughput) in a CR-based 5G
network. The main objective is to select operating channels
with higher SINR and amount of white spaces. The proposed
approach addresses low network capacity (L.1) under het-
erogeneous (C.1) and ultra-dense (C.2) networks using the
cognitive (P.1) operational characteristic in order to improve
spectral efficiency (R.1), QoS performance (i.e., improved
throughput) (R.3) and cost efficiency (R.4). CC has been
embedded in the base stations of small cells, and it is based
on genetic algorithm. Using genetic algorithm, there are two
separate objective functions: one maximizes throughput and
SINR, and another one minimizes intercell interference and
hardware cost. The physical location of a node is represented
by a chromosome. Crossover is performed to increase the
diversity of each chromosome, and mutation is performed to
prevent from local optimal solutions. Performance achieved
by genetic algorithm is compared with that of graph theory.
Using graph theory, a network is represented by a set of
nodes and links, and subsequently a depth-first search algo-
rithm [58] is used to achieve the objectives while satisfying
constraints in terms of data rate and intercell interference.
Genetic algorithm has shown to outperform graph theorywith
lower number of macrocells and higher number of small cells
deployed, which helps to reduce intercell interference among
neighboring and overlapping network cells, contributing to
higher throughput and SINR while reducing hardware cost.
In [59], the main objective is to associate a node with the
base station (or network cell) that provides the best possi-
ble successful packet transmission rate in a user association
scheme in a CR-based 5G network. The proposed approach
addresses low network capacity (L.1) under heterogeneous
(C.1) and ultra-dense (C.2) networks using the cooperative
(P.2) and traffic offload (P.4) operational characteristics in
order to improve spectral efficiency (R.1) and energy effi-
ciency (R.2). Consider a node from a macrocell that commu-
nicates with the base station of the macrocell. Suppose, it is
physically closer to the base station of a small cell. Conse-
quently, it experiences high intercell interference resulting in
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low SINR. Subsequently, the macrocell associates the node
of the base station of the small cell, which causes the highest
interference level to the node, and leases some of its white
spaces to the small cell through spectrum leasing. Due to
shorter-range transmissions between the node and the base
station of the small cell, energy consumption and intercell
interference among macrocells and small cells are reduced.
In [4], a backoff mechanism is introduced to LBT so
that cellular nodes perform channel sensing and backoff
prior to packet transmission in unlicensed channels. The pro-
posed approach addresses low network capacity (L.1) under
heterogeneous (C.1) networks using the cooperative (P.2)
operational characteristic in order to improve spectral effi-
ciency (R.1) andQoS performance (R.3). Each node performs
channel sensing based on energy detection. Before a packet
transmission, a node must backoff for a random duration
at a millisecond scale (i.e., a random number of time slots
drawn from a contention window, whose size can double due
to failed packet transmission). The node undergoes backoff
whenever a channel is sensed idle, and freezes the backoff
whenever the channel is sensed busy. Once the backoff com-
pletes, the node senses the channel and transmits packet if
it is sensed idle for a specified period [6]. For concurrent
transmission in multiple channels, a node undergoes similar
backoff mechanism in one of the channels (i.e., a primary
channel), and once the backoff completes, the node performs
channel sensing and transmits packets in the primary channel,
as well as the rest of the channels (i.e., secondary channels)
whenever they are sensed idle. This approach has shown to
increase throughput performance and to reduce the outage
probability of application (e.g., voice over Internet protocol).
LBT is also investigated in [6], and it has shown to increase
throughput performance.
In [5], a centralized controller is introduced to manage
radio resources of unlicensed channels used by cellular and
WiFi nodes. The proposed approach addresses low network
capacity (L.1) under heterogeneous (C.1) networks using the
cognitive (P.1) operational characteristic in order to improve
spectral efficiency (R.1) and QoS performance (R.3). The
time period of an unlicensed channel is segregated into
contention free period (CFP) and contention period (CP).
During CFP, the controller allows cellular nodes to access
the unlicensed channel, and allocates resources among them
based on orthogonal time-frequency allocation and chan-
nel state information to minimize collision and interfer-
ence. During CP, WiFi nodes access the unlicensed channel.
Since channel access for cellular nodes and WiFi nodes are
separated, there is no interference and contention among
them. The controller adjusts the durations of CP and CFP
dynamically based on node density, traffic load and service
requirement. This approach has shown to increase throughput
performance.
D. D2D COMMUNICATION
D2D communication enables direct message exchange
between a pair of neighboring nodes in an ad hoc manner
without going through a base station in 5G. D2D com-
munication has already been introduced into 4G LTE, and
it has been approved by the Third-generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) standardization community since 2014 [60].
Hence, there have been investigations on D2D in the context
of 4G as presented extensively in several review papers,
including [46], [61]–[65]. In the context of 5G, a discus-
sion of the D2D concept is presented in [66]and [67]. D2D
communication accesses cellular channels using either over-
lay or underlay approaches. In the overlay D2D approach,
separate non-overlapping orthogonal channels are allocated
for D2D and cellular communications (i.e., going through a
base station), respectively; so the main focus is to minimize
underutilization in cellular channels. This includes allocating/
scheduling radio resources for D2D communications by base
station [68], [69]. In the underlay D2D approach, similar
channels are used for both D2D and cellular communications,
and so the main focus is to minimize interference amongD2D
and cellular nodes. This includes: a) reducing the transmis-
sion power of a D2D node based on path loss estimation
between a D2D node and a base station [70], and b) allo-
cating/ scheduling radio resources among D2D and cellular
nodes based on interference levels [71]–[73]. Nevertheless,
the investigation ofD2D communications in the context of 5G
can be taken further.
In [74], vehicular nodes, as the SUs, explore and use
white spaces in a CR-based 5G vehicular network using the
underlay approach. There are three main objectives with the
goal of supporting vehicular applications such as vehicu-
lar safety application: a) to increase link connectivity (or
reliability), which is more important than throughput per-
formance, among vehicular nodes with high mobility, b)
to reduce interference among vehicular nodes and cellular
nodes (or PUs), and c) to reduce delay by offloading traffic
from base stations. The proposed approach addresses low
network capacity (L.1) and inefficient data forwarding (L.3)
under heterogeneous (C.1) networks using the traffic offload
(P.4) operational characteristic in order to improve spectral
efficiency (R.1) and QoS performance (i.e., reduced delay)
(R.3). The vehicular nodes explore underutilized frequency-
division duplexing (FDD) uplink (UL) bands allocated for
long term evolution-advanced (LTE-A). FDD UL bands pro-
vide more reliable transmission and larger coverage as the
interference level can be monitored and controlled in these
licensed bands, providing better network performance. There
are twomain steps.Firstly, vehicular nodes sense the path loss
level between itself and its base station. Secondly, the base
station calculates the maximum transmission power of a
vehicular node so that it does not interfere with existing
PUs in FDD UL bands. Subsequently, the vehicular nodes
communicate among themselves via D2D. D2D has shown
to maintain delay despite increasing number of vehicular
nodes asmessages are exchanged directly among neighboring
vehicular nodes in an ad hoc manner without going through
a base station. D2D has also shown to reduce interference to
PUs’ activities for using the FDD UL bands.
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E. DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA AND BEAMFORMING
Traditionally, omnidirectional antenna radiates transmis-
sion power in all directions, causing increased interfer-
ence among neighboring or overlapping nodes and network
cells. Software-defined directional antenna with beamform-
ing, supported by massive MIMO that contains an array of
small-sized antennas with narrow beams (e.g., up to 16 anten-
nas in each sector) [75], [76], can steer a beam in arbitrary
shapes and directions (or pointing angles) to form a sector
through self- or remote regulation in order to provide highly
directive transmission [28]. This increases channel capacity,
SINR, and coverage, as well as reduces energy consumption
for the same transmission power used by omnidirectional
antenna.
In [77], the base station of a macrocell, which contains
multiple antennas, selects a link, represented by its beam and
operating channel, connecting to a neighboring base station
based on traffic load and network interference in a CC-based
5G network. The main objective is to divert network traffic
to a lower number of beams so that more beams can be
switched off (or sleep) to reduce energy consumption. The
proposed approach addresses low network capacity (L.1)
under ultra-dense (C.2) networks using the cognitive (P.1)
and traffic offload (P.4) operational characteristics in order to
improve energy efficiency (R.2) and QoS performance (R.3).
CC has been embedded in the base station of a macrocell,
and it is based on RL. There are three main steps. Firstly,
the base station identifies the beams whose number of active
nodes is lower than a threshold, and informs the nodes of
the respective beams. Secondly, upon notification, a node
identifies an alternative link with signal strength greater than
a threshold to maintain its QoS, and sends a request to the
base station of the alternative link. Thirdly, the base station
of the alternative link accepts the request if the respective
beam has a sufficient number of active nodes. This approach
has shown to reduce energy consumption without signifi-
cantly jeopardizing QoS performance, including throughput,
delay and blocking probability, in networks with low traffic
load. Nevertheless, performance enhancement is minimal in
networks with high traffic load as most beams are switched
on.
In [78], a node, which contains multiple antennas, selects
a link, represented by its beam and operating channel, con-
necting to a neighboring mobile node based on its next
approximated location (or the direction of arrival) in a CC-
based mobile network. The main objective is to maintain the
link established using narrow beams for data transmission.
The proposed approach addresses low network capacity (L.1)
under heterogeneous (C.1) networks using the traffic offload
(P.4) operational characteristic in order to improve QoS per-
formance (i.e., improved reliability with reduced number
of re-beamforming instances) (R.3). A node uses sensors
(e.g., motion sensors embedded in most modern devices) to
track and approximate the next location of its neighboring
mobile nodes, and subsequently selects an appropriate narrow
beam to maintain the link. This helps to reduce the number
of re-beamforming instances caused by link breakage as a
result of beam misalignment due to mobility, and the over-
head incurred during narrow beam setup by reducing the
search space of exhaustive beam search. This approach has
shown to reduce delay and overhead caused by frequent re-
beamforming.
F. MULTIPLE RADIO ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES
With multiple RATs, nodes and network cells can access both
control plane and data plane simultaneously. As is commonly
seen in CR networks, two different channels can be used
at the same time, specifically a common control channel
for control message exchange and data channels for data
transmission. In [78], the data plane of a picocell uses a higher
frequency 60 GHz mmWave radio access network for data
transmission, and the control plane of the picocell uses a
lower frequency 2.4/ 5 GHz radio access network for control
message exchange. The proposed approach addresses low
network capacity (L.1) under heterogeneous (C.1) networks
using the traffic offload (P.4) operational characteristic in
order to improve spectral efficiency (R.1) and QoS perfor-
mance (i.e., improved throughput and reduced delay) (R.3).
The 60 GHz mmWave radio access network provides up to
7 Gbps short-range transmission (e.g., 10 m to 20 m) with
poor wall penetration suitable for achieving higher data rate
transmission, while the 2.4/ 5 GHz radio access network
provides up to 1 Gbps long-range transmission with better
wall penetration suitable for achieving large coverage trans-
mission. Using multiple RATs simultaneously, a single 2.4/
5 GHz control plane can manage several 60 GHz data planes
in order to achieve high data transmission rate and large
coverage transmission. A node must first sends a request for
data transmission via the 2.4/ 5 GHz control plane, and then
exchange data via the 60 GHz data plane. This approach has
shown to increase transmission probability and reduce delay.
G. SCHEDULING
Scheduling allocates network and radio resources to nodes
and network cells. More than a single scheduler can be used
to allocate resources at different granularities, such as time
and space.
In [79], there are two types of schedulers that allocate trans-
mission opportunities at different time granularities in a CC-
based 5G network.Centralized scheduler, which is embedded
in the control plane in the core networks, has a longer time
scale, while distributed scheduler, which is embedded in
the data plane at the base stations, has a shorter time scale
(e.g., a time slot). The main objective is to maximize the
transmission rate of the base stations. The proposed approach
addresses high signaling overhead (L.2) under heterogeneous
(C.1) networks using the cognitive (P.1) and network virtu-
alization (P.3) operational characteristics in order to improve
QoS performance (i.e., improved throughput) (R.3). The cen-
tralized scheduler in the core networks is embedded with a
CC based on a game theoretic approach. A utility function
that represents the total transmission rate of the base stations
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is defined, and a coarse correlated equilibrium is identified to
providemappings among dynamic states (i.e., round-trip time
representing the queue size, and channel gain representing
the channel quality of the candidate channels) and actions
(i.e., transmission power of base stations) that can maximize
the transmission rate of the base stations. The distributed
scheduler at the base station uses state-action mappings and
Lyapunov stochastic optimization to allocate the transmission
opportunities, and selects the transmission power for its nodes
in order to maximize throughput performance while fulfilling
the nodes’ QoS requirements. The approach has shown to
increase throughput and reduce queue size.
In [44], a small cell with multiple antennas is segregated
into interior and exterior areas, and the exterior area is seg-
regated into a number of sectors based on SINR in order
to reduce co-channel and intercell interference, particularly
interference among nodes at the edge of the network cell.
Each sector is served by an antenna. There are two types of
schedulers that allocate channels and transmission opportu-
nities at different time granularities. Spatial scheduler, which
is embedded at the base station of a small cell, has a longer
time scale (e.g., 10 ms), whilemedium access control (MAC)
scheduler, which is embedded at the antenna of a sector,
has a shorter time scale (e.g., 1 ms). The main objective
is to maximize the transmission rate of a base station. The
proposed approach addresses high signaling overhead (L.2)
under heterogeneous (C.1) networks using the network virtu-
alization (P.3) operational characteristic in order to improve
spectral efficiency (R.1). The spatial scheduler at the base
station selects and schedules channels to each sector such
that the operating channels are different from those used
in neighboring cells. The MAC scheduler schedules packet
transmission within a sector based on SINR and traffic load
using the selected channels, and selects the best possible
modulation and coding schemes for each packet. Nodes from
a sector with high traffic load can be reassigned to another
one with lower traffic load. The approach has shown to reduce
blocking probability caused by insufficient radio resources.
H. ENERGY HARVESTING
Energy harvesting produces energy from ambient fields, such
as solar, wind, and vibration, to improve self-sustainability
among nodes and network cells, particularly small cells.
In [38], nodes adjust their transmission power levels based on
the QoS requirement and SINR in a CR-based 5G networks.
Using CR, energy consumption is higher due to two main
CR operations, namely channel sensing and dynamic channel
access. The main objective is to achieve a balance between
energy harvesting and energy consumption. The proposed
approach is applied to improve spectral efficiency (R.1) and
energy efficiency (R.2) under heterogeneous (C.1) networks.
Energy harvesting depends on the spatio-temporal behav-
ior of the ambient field, and the properties of transduc-
ers (e.g., photovoltaic) that convert ambient field to power.
Energy consumption depends on network architecture and
operation, traffic load and the required QoS requirement.
Energy harvesting has shown to increase the probability of
successful packet transmission, as well as to reduce energy
outage probability, which is equivalent to the probability
of the total energy consumption exceeding the harvested
energy.
I. IMPLEMENTATION OF PLATFORM FOR
COGNITION-INSPIRED 5G CELLULAR NETWORKS
The investigation of cognition-inspired 5G cellular networks
has been limited to either simulation or theoretical studies.
In the literature, there have been platform implementations
to investigate the physical layer aspects in 5G networks,
including transceivers [80], decoders [81], multiple input
multiple output (MIMO) [82]–[84], synchronization [85],
channel measuring and modeling [86], [87], modula-
tion [88], channel bonding [89], physical-layer security [90],
beamforming [91], blind separation [92], and interference
suppression [93]. Nevertheless, platform implementation to
investigate the networking aspect is comparatively limited.
The rest of this subsection presents investigations of the
networking aspect over testbeds.
In [94], a transceiver for 5G is implemented on SDN
platform. The transceiver is based on IEEE 802.15.4k direct
sequence spreading spectrum (DSSS) physical (PHY) [95]
that provides low-data rate long-range low-power transmis-
sions suitable for M2M communication and sensor com-
munication in 5G. CR is adopted to allow SUs to explore
and use the white spaces owned by the PUs in channel
sharing for spectral efficiency improvement. The platform
consists of three universal software radio peripheral (USRP)/
GNU radio units that provide real-time signal processing,
including two SUs and a PU, which is the base station of
a cellular network. Each USRP/ GNU radio unit performs
two main functions: a) channel sensing to explore and sense
for white spaces, and b) channel access to transmit data in
the white spaces. The implementation of the transceiver is
structured into two chains, namely transmit chain and receive
chain. The transmit chain performs essential tasks, including
forward error correction (e.g., using convolutional coding),
encoding (e.g., using differential encoder), interleaving (e.g.,
using pruned bit reversal algorithm) and modulation (e.g.,
using binary phase-shift keying (BPSK)), as well as specific
tasks in IEEE 802.15.4k DSSS PHY (e.g., generating Gold
code sequence [95], spreading the input bits to chip rate
based on spreading factor, and generating orthogonal variable
spreading factor code). The transmit chain produces packets,
each consists of a sequence of samples transmitted to the
receiver in white spaces. The receive chain performs three
main tasks, namely sensing channel (e.g., calculating the
power of the received signals using fast Fourier transform),
detecting samples (e.g., calculating and identifying the peak
of the autocorrelation value of samples in order to detect
the presence of a packet with reduced detection time under
noisy environment), and decoding samples that reverses the
processes of the transmit chain. The platform has demon-
strated to provide acceptable packet delivery rate, as well
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as accurate frame detection and acceptable time required for
frame synchronization.
In [96], a MAC protocol is implemented on SDN platform.
TheMAC protocol enables femtocell base stations to perform
transmission power allocation using Q-learning. The plat-
form consists of six USRP/ GNU radio units, including one
macrocell base station, one macrocell node, two femtocell
base stations, and two femtocell nodes. A USRP/ GNU radio
unit performs four main functions: a) MAC functions include
node synchronization to minimize misalignment of clock
frequencies among nodes, and exchanges of channel state
information, b) Q-learning-based power allocation enables a
femtocell base station to allocate transmission power based
on channel state information. The Q-learning model, which is
embedded in each femtocell base station, has three main rep-
resentations: state represents the interference level at macro-
cell base stations, action represents its transmission power,
and reward is based on its network capacity. The femtocell
base stations exchange the Q-values of their current state-
action pairs so that a joint action that maximizes the global
Q-value can be selected, c) physical-layer functions include
packet transmission, and d) SINR estimation, which is imple-
mented using the probe block in GNU radio, calculates the
mean and variance of channel sensing outcomes subsequently
used to estimate signal and noise powers applied in network
capacity calculation. The MAC protocol has demonstrated to
provide higher aggregated network capacity among femtocell
base stations while reducing intercell interference to macro-
cells.
IV. LOOKING FORWARD: OPEN RESEARCH
OPPORTUNITIES
This article has presented a review of some recent work on
cognition-inspired 5G cellular networks. Based on the recent
work presented in Section III, some possible future work
directions are presented in this section.
A. COGNITION CYCLE
Various artificial intelligence approaches, such as swarm
intelligence, multilayer perceptron, and genetic algorithm,
can be explored to implement CC. New classes of artifi-
cial intelligence approaches, particularly deep learning that
enables high-dimensional state space representationwith effi-
cient learning [97], can also be explored to address the short-
comings of the traditional artificial intelligence approaches
while implementing CC. A holistic framework that facilitates
collaboration between CCs at centralized (e.g., the cloud)
and distributed entities (e.g., base stations of the macro-
cells and small cells) can be designed to improve network-
wide intelligent and autonomous capabilities. Subsequently,
the designed CC can be applied to the key applications
of 5G cellular networks, such as smart beamforming sup-
ported by massive MIMO, high frequency mmWave com-
munication, and ultra-densification. In order to support the
key applications, beam tracking based on past memory (i.e.,
the regular mobility patterns and behaviors of nodes [98])
can be designed to reduce overheads caused by frequent
re-beamforming.
B. CHANNEL SENSING
While the trend has been moving towards collaborative chan-
nel sensing in CR networks, independent channel sensing
may find its usefulness as the sensing outcomes can be sent
to a common data repository in the cloud for analyzing and
processing [22]. Nevertheless, an investigation could be pur-
sued to understand tradeoff in terms of performance and cost,
such as the round-trip delay incurred in the communication
between a base station and the cloud, the delay incurred in
control message exchange for collaborative channel sensing,
and control message overhead. Meanwhile, novel algorithms
can be designed to: a) improve detection probability and
reduce false alarm probability, b) improve sensing coverage,
and c) select the right nodes in collaborative channel sensing.
C. SPECTRUM SHARING AND INTERCELL INTERFERENCE
COORDINATION WITH DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA AND
BEAMFORMING
In addition to the intercell interference among the beams of
the neighboring and overlapping network cells, special atten-
tion should be given to identifying the preferred channel with
white spaces for each node and network cell using CR and CC
based on past memory (e.g., past satisfaction of using a partic-
ular channel) in order to reduce interference to PUs’ activities
at any geographical locations, particularly the cumulative
interference caused by simultaneous transmissions among
nodes under heterogeneous networks in the presence of a
diverse range of network cells, network operators and RATs.
Efforts should be made to cater to the dynamic QoS and QoE
requirements of the nodes while reducing overhead incurred
during coordination. To better support directional antenna
and beamforming, a medium access control (MAC) proto-
col can be designed to support software-defined directional
antenna; and service differentiation can be implemented by
giving each sector a constraint on the contention window
size and the maximum number of retransmissions. Due to the
ultra-dense nature of 5G network, the neighbor list of a node
can be highly dynamic, and CC can be used to learn about
its neighbors for updating the neighbor list. To better support
NOMA, CC can be used to learn and select the optimal power
allocation coefficients whenmultiplexing signals for different
receivers, and CR can be used to explore and use white spaces
in the cognitive channels.
D. DEVICE-TO-DEVICE COMMUNICATION
D2D communication, being a new feature to cellular net-
works, enables a pair of neighboring nodes to exchange
messages directly without going through a base station. This
allows cell extension to support nodes physically located
outside a cell or multiple hops away. Using CR, D2D com-
munication can be performed in both cellular and cogni-
tive channels, and by selecting the right channels with the
right transmission ranges, co-channel interference reduces.
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Using CC, a node can intelligently and autonomously selects
one of the possible next-hop neighbor nodes, which caters to
the dynamic QoS and QoE requirements of traffic, leading
to its destination node which may be multiple hops away.
Further investigation can be pursued to investigate the overlay
and underlay approaches under the 5G context. Nevertheless,
to facilitate the adoption of D2D communication, a feasible
and well established business model for MNOs must be
defined.
E. SCHEDULING
In 5G, a scheduler must allocate resources under heteroge-
neous networks in the presence of a diverse range of network
cells, network operators and RATs with dynamic QoS and
QoE requirements. Five examples are presented. Firstly, traf-
fic loads are re-distributed from beams or base stations with
heavy traffic loads to those with light traffic loads for load
balancing. Secondly, traffic from mobile nodes is allocated
to macrocells so that handover can be managed by the base
stations of the macrocells, rather than small cells, in order to
reduce handover instances and delay. Thirdly, high-priority
traffic is allocated to cellular networks, while low-priority
traffic is allocated to cognitive networks. Fourthly, a cen-
tralized scheduler, which has a longer time scale, manages
the longer-term availability of white spaces (e.g., spectrum
occupancy stemming from geo-location database), while the
distributed scheduler, which has a shorter time scale (e.g.,
a time slot), manages instantaneous availability of white
spaces. Fifthly, the duty cycle of nodes and network cells
with low residual energy is adjusted to provide shorter data
transmission time.
F. ENERGY HARVESTING
Ultra-densification of the base stations of small cells
has inevitably increased energy consumption significantly
because base stations contribute high energy consumption
in communication. Energy harvesting can be adopted by the
base stations of small cells to ensure self-sustainability at
the small cell level. Other than achieving a balance between
energy harvesting and energy consumption [38], future inves-
tigations could be pursued to: a) reduce energy outage prob-
ability by integrating energy harvesting with smart grid and
batteries, b) achieve energy-aware load balancing in which
energy burden is shared across the network, and c) improve
energy-aware efficiency by adjusting duty cycle of nodes and
network cells (e.g., base station with low residual energy has
shorter data transmission time).
G. COGNITIVE RADIO AND COGNITION CYCLE SECURITY
5G possesses some essential characteristics, such as cogni-
tive and cooperative, that pose security vulnerabilities to CR
and CC operations. As an example, base stations and nodes
must cooperate among themselves in collaborative channel
sensing (see Section III-B); however, malicious nodes send
false sensing outcomes to interfere with PUs, as well as other
base stations and nodes. As another example, base stations
and nodes must learn knowledge about channel availability in
the operating environment; however, malicious nodes launch
primary user emulation attacks whereby they impersonate the
PUs and transmit jamming signals that share similar char-
acteristics with PUs’ signals, resulting in inaccurate knowl-
edge about channel availability. Efforts should be made to
address the effects of the characteristics of next-generation
cellular network scenarios, including heterogeneity, ultra-
densification and high variability, to security vulnerabilities
in the use of CR and CC in 5G.
H. REDUCING COMPLEXITY AND ACHIEVING THE
RIGHT TRADE-OFF
Due to the massive deployment and ultra-densification of the
base stations of small cells, an open cognition-inspired 5G
cellular network, which allows multiple network operators
to share a common physical infrastructure without setting
up own infrastructure to cover the same area, can be imple-
mented. In addition, the right trade-offs, which can be user-
specific or application-specific, in both local and global levels
can be achieved between: a) spectral efficiency (e.g., revenue
from spectrum trading) and energy efficiency (e.g., cost),
b) complexity (as well as overheads) and network perfor-
mance, c) instantaneous and statistical (or longer-term) opti-
mization, and d) cell coverage, capacity, energy consumption
(e.g., channel sensing in CR) and hardware cost. CC can be
applied by each node and network cell to learn the right trade-
off at the right time and geographical location.
In addition, more open research opportunities can be
explored using Table 1. As an example, there has been lack of
research interest to investigate CC to address high signaling
overhead (L.2) and inefficient data forwarding (L.3) under
heterogeneous (C.1) networks using the cooperative (P.2)
and network virtualization (P.3) operational characteristics
in order to improve spectral efficiency (R.1) and cost effi-
ciency (R.4).
V. CONCLUSION
This article presents a review of recent work, as well as
open research opportunities, on the networking aspect of
cognitive radio (CR) and cognition cycle (CC) applied to
5G, which is the next-generation cellular networks. 5G is
envisioned to address the limitations of traditional cellular
networks (i.e., low network capacity, high signalling over-
head, inefficient data forwarding, and low scalability) and
to cater to the characteristics of next-generation network
scenarios (i.e., heterogeneity, ultra-densification, and high
variability). Various operational characteristics (i.e., cogni-
tive, cooperative, network virtualization, and traffic offload)
are being incorporated in 5G to improve spectral efficiency,
energy efficiency, end-to-end QoS and QoE, and cost effi-
ciency. This article discusses how both the core mechanisms
of 5G, namely CR and CC, can improve 5G networks, and
the open research opportunities therein. Future investigations
could be pursued to apply CR and CC to improve various
schemes in 5G, including spectrum sharing and intercell
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interference coordination, device-to-device communication,
directional antenna and beamforming, multiple radio access
technologies, scheduling, and energy harvesting. Certainly,
there remains a large amount of future work to investigate the
open research opportunities, and this article has laid a solid
foundation and opened up new research interests in this area.
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